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After his death in , his widow, Dervorguilla of Galloway their son and grandson both became Kings of
Scotland made arrangements to ensure the permanence of the college in that she provided capital and in
formulated the college statutes, documents that survive to this day. Traditions and customs The front of the
college in Broad Street. The whole of the front of Balliol College as seen from Broad Street , looking west.
Along with many of the ancient colleges, Balliol has evolved its own traditions and customs over the
centuries, many of which occupy a regular calendar slot. The patron saint of the College is Saint Catherine of
Alexandria. On her feast day 25 November , a formal dinner is held for all final year students within Balliol.
This festival was well established by Another important feast in the College calendar is the Snell Dinner. This
dinner is held in memory of John Snell , whose benefaction established exhibitions for students from the
University of Glasgow to study at Balliol the first exhibitioners were matriculated in one of whom was Adam
Smith. This event happens on the last Friday of Michaelmas term each year. On this occasion Balliol students
congregate in the college hall to enjoy mulled wine and the singing of hymns. The evening historically ended
with a rendition of "The Gordouli" see Balliol-Trinity Rivalry below on Broad Street, outside the gates of
Trinity College , although in recent years the song has been sung from within the college walls. The Masque
of Balliol In , seven mischievous undergraduates at Balliol College, Oxford, published The Masque of B-ll--l,
a broadsheet of forty quatrains making light of their superiors â€” the Master and selected Fellows, Scholars,
and Commoners â€” and themselves. The outraged authorities immediately suppressed the collection, and
only a few copies survived, three of which found their way into the College Library over the years, and one
into the Bodleian Library. Verses of this form are now known as Balliol rhymes. The best known of these
rhymes is the one on Benjamin Jowett. This has been widely quoted and reprinted in virtually every book
about Jowett and about Balliol ever since. The other quatrains are much less well known. William Tuckwell
included 18 of these quatrains in his Reminiscences in , but they all came out only in , thanks to Walter
George Hiscock, an Oxford librarian, who issued them personally then and in a second edition in The
traditional Gordouli is said to have been sung by Balliol and Trinity men in the trenches of Mesopotamia
during the First World War. The fact that Balliol in contrast to Trinity had admitted a number of Indian and
Asiatic students also gave many of the taunts from the Trinity side a distinctly racist tone: Balliol students, for
example, were sometime referred to as " Basutos ". Sayers , Lord Peter a Balliol man is asked whether he
remembers a certain contemporary from Trinity. One of the wittier raids from Balliol, in or , involved the
turfing of the whole of Trinity JCR complete with daffodils. A lease dating to to them is the traditional
"foundation" date. The oldest parts of the college are the north and west ranges of the front quadrangle, dated
to , respectively the medieval hall, west side, now the "new library" and the "old library" first floor north side.
The ground floor is the "Old" i. The Chapel is the third perhaps fourth on the site William Butterfield These
replaced earlier structures. The neighbour to this is the Fisher Building of Stc X The undistinguished looking
Stc XI, south west side, is in fact the oldest structure in this quadrangle, , originally intended as
accommodation for scholars from Bristol, hence its name. Stc XV by Warren of filled in the last gap of the
quadrangle; the ground floor and basement is the principal Junior Common Room. The "new" hall replacing
that in the front quadrangle is built on land given by Benjamin Jowett, a Victorian master of the college. Also
by Alfred Waterhouse of , it contains a Willis organ for concerts, again instituted by Jowett. The ground floor
contains the college bar and shop i. The majority of research and post-graduate students are housed in the
Holywell Manor complex, on Manor Road a little further south of this. The church dates to the 15th Century.
Jowett Walk has also provided accommodation for some non-Balliol undergraduates, as part of an
arrangement with Wadham College. The quad at Balliol is the scene of the well-known limerick that parodies
the immaterialist philosophy of Bishop Berkeley: I am always about in the Quad. Notable people In common
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with many Oxford colleges, Balliol has produced a wide range of graduates in the fields of economics , history
, law , physiology , medicine , management , humanities , mathematics , science , technology , media ,
philosophy , poetry , politics , and religion. They have also contributed significantly to public life. Balliol has
produced numerous Nobel Laureates. The number is either 5 or 12 depending on whether only alumni are
counted or whether faculty who later went on to get the Nobel Prize are included. Five Nobel Laureates were
students at Balliol the most of any college at Oxford: Blumberg Physiology or Medicine, , Anthony J. Seven
more have been Fellows of the College this too is the largest number of any college at Oxford: Evolutionary
biologist Richard Dawkins was a student there from to Adam Smith attended this college between and as a
Snell Exhibitioner. In politics, Balliol has produced three British Prime Ministers: Asquith , Harold Macmillan
, and Edward Heath. At the mid point of the twentieth century members of the College held senior leadership
positions in the three major political parties, those previously mentioned were supplemented by Jo Grimond
Liberal Leader , Denis Healey and Roy Jenkins both of whom had been Chancellor and both expected to serve
as PM, the last named also led the Social Democratic Party and became President of the European
Commission. Balliol lawyers have also been prominent. Notable Balliol philosophers and thinkers include T.
Hare , Michael Sandel , Joseph Raz among others. Howard Marks , a convicted drug dealer and later author,
attended Balliol between and to study physics and then again between and to study History and Philosophy of
Science.
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